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- Fast and lightweight for
optimal performance -

PIM, Address Book,
Dialer, Scheduler,

Calendar and phone
numbers on your desktop

- Instant access, one
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mouse click and search -
Easy to use, no extra

wizards or confusing user
interfaces - Work with
web forms through the

stay on top feature - Print
labels directly to your
Dymo, for use with all

your personal or business
Dymo products - Quickly
copy and paste to/from
your contacts - Create

your own custom search
queries - Stay on top will
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let you work at any
screen size (also known
as bubble-back) - Create
multiple profiles, switch
between them and auto-
select - Supports NIST,

NSA and other encryption
standards - Search from

within or export to LDAP -
Fast and flexible for
optimal performance

Enhanced Performance
Enhilex Address Book

Software is optimized for
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super-fast performance
in a lightweight, GUI-like
approach. Enhilex was
designed with a clean,
minimalist interface,

using a patented
technology called "in-
memory database" (or
RAM disk) to eliminate

the use of disk and
therefore speed up the

programs by eliminating
the extra time required
to load the data from
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disk. This technology
ensures that Enhilex

Address Book Software
will perform more

efficiently than any other
program, regardless of
operating system, and
could not be achieved

using a standard library.
Furthermore, Enhilex has
been designed to utilize
most of the resources

available on your
computer or server to
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ensure very efficient use
of resources and keep
your system work fast.

Working with Data Drives
Enhilex Address Book

Software does not store
user data on the hard
disk. This is the first
requirement for the

fastest possible
performance. Even
though most data is

stored in the "working
set", which is shared by
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all programs on the
computer, only small
portions are read and
written directly to the

disk each time a program
is accessed. The rest of

the working set is in
memory. Enhilex Address
Book Software works with
a set of data files called
the working set. Each

user program writes and
reads data to and from
these files. Therefore,
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working set files contain
the data that all

programs use, including
address book, scheduler,

address book, dialer,
calendar, phonebook,

task list, email
application and many
more! Note: Data files
are only saved when

there is a change that
requires database

updating. And, changes
are saved only when they
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affect all the data (no
small changes, like a new

phone number

Enhilex Address Book Software Pro License Code & Keygen

Display your personal or
business contact

information using any
one of the available
layouts Create, edit,
delete, or copy your
contacts Organize

multiple contact sources
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(GD, palm, phone,
address book, email, etc)
and view them together

Support all standard
contacts and address
formats, including MS

Outlook, WebDAV, iCal,
vCard, pCal, postfix, pst,

winmail.dat, AS/400,
POP3, IMAP and many
more! Format custom
fields (name, job title,
phone, email, zip, fax,
url, address) for each
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contact Print/email labels
directly to your Dymo

compatible label printer
Network search, select,
merge, move, or split
contacts and address

data Business
functionality includes

billing address, employee
directory, notes and

attachments Compatible
with MS Outlook, Apple

Mail, Outlook Express and
Thunderbird Enhilex
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Address Book Software
Pro Screenshot: Visit our

Enhilex Address Book
Software Pro Screenshots

page for more
screenshots. Enhilex

Address Book Software
Pro System

Requirements: Windows
XP Windows 2000

Windows 98 CPU 2 GHz,
1 GB memory Enhilex

Address Book Software
Pro Review By Roy
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Bennett Reviewed on Mar
22, 2008 0 out of 0 users
found this review helpful.

I really love this
application and use it

every day. It's small and
works great. I can print to

my label printer like
magic! I have used many

label printers over the
years and this seems to

be the best. The interface
is friendly and easy to

use. I have even used it
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to create a file of the
contacts I have in several
office emails. They were

then archived in this
directory. I can access
them from anywhere. It
has functionality that I

needed to create my own
before. I can easily pull a
contact from one email

and transfer it to a
contact list I use every

day. I think it is an
amazing program and a
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must have for anyone
who uses Outlook or any
email program. As this is
a modified commercial
version, they have kept
their special features to

keep the price from
skyrocketing. This

program is the best I
have seen for Mac users

or anyone looking to
create a PC contact

system. Enhilex Address
Book Software Pro
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Review By Rafal Jozefiak
Reviewed on Apr 02,
2006 0 out of 0 users

found this review helpful.
This is the best

address/contact manager
and ro b7e8fdf5c8
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Enhilex Address Book Software Pro Full Version For PC

*Easily create and
maintain address books.
*Save you precious time.
*Flexible, easy to use.
*Stay on top of your
contacts' history *Print
labels directly to your
Dymo has never been
easier in a cardfile
program. *Extraordinary
performance Enhilex
Address Book Software
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Pro version 1.0.0.0.2804
Addresses and other
personal information can
be stored in the cloud
using a Google Account.
Auto-save contacts in the
offline database with
interval of 0 (zero) in the
system clock/system
date. - 5 - Learn how you
can design a successful
search marketing
strategy for your
business. Understand the
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concepts behind search
engine marketing, and
employ them to improve
the effectiveness of your
web site. You'll learn
about basic SEO
techniques, and apply
them to complete search
marketing campaigns.
Learn how you can
design a successful
search marketing
strategy for your
business. Understand the
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concepts behind search
engine marketing, and
employ them to improve
the effectiveness of your
web site. You'll learn
about basic SEO
techniques, and apply
them to complete search
marketing campaigns.
Learn how you can
design a successful
search marketing
strategy for your
business. Understand the
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about basic SEO
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them to complete search
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Learn how you can
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What's New in the Enhilex Address Book Software Pro?

✔For Active Directory
system owners, Enhilex
Address Book Software
Pro is an AD Agent
version of the software. It
is a tiny and easy to use
Active Directory Agent
and will not occupy much
memory, unlike the
bigger software that
needs System
Administrator's
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permission. ✔ For more
versions, please visit our
website. Key Features:
✔Address Book - an
address book for all your
contact records.
✔Address Book Favorites
- a simple way to manage
your favorite contacts.
✔Address Book Hotlist - a
simple way to manage
your contact's address.
✔Batch Processing - Print
Directly to Dymo Label
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✔Color-changing Label
Printing - After printing,
just peel off your label
and change the color
when you need. ✔Easy
Tagging - Making new
address book easier to
sorting. ✔Group Contact -
Quickly and easily group
contacts. ✔ID Card
Printing - An ID card with
address is a very easy
way to keep your contact
information organized.
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✔Software Version
Control - Create the
master address book in
one version and each of
your contacts in separate
versions. ✔Stay on Top -
Hover Enhilex Address
Book on top of other
running application to
save valuable time.
✔Stay on Top also can
display your pictures.
✔Text Maker - You can
easily edit your address
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book records in the edit
box directly. ✔WYSIWYG
Display - Designed to be
displayed similar to an
inkjet printer. ✔Email Me
- Email me or anybody
easy directly when you
want to create new
contacts. ✔System
Administrator - If you
want, you can make the
software to automatically
start at system boot, or
even start the application
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automatically when you
start your computer.
✔Support Auto Detect -
Enhilex Address Book will
automatically look for the
database file that you
define in the application's
directory. ✔User-friendly
Interface - Edit contacts
easily by clicking and
dragging in the address
book window.
✔View/Modify Favorites -
Drag and Drop address
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book to your favorites
list, or directly create
new favorites list. ✔ View
List - Quickly view list
information in address
book. ✔View/Modify
Hotlist - Drag and drop
address book to your
hotlist, or directly create
new hotlist. ✔ View
History - View address
book history with date
information. ✔ Volume
License - If you want to
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upgrade your software
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System Requirements For Enhilex Address Book Software Pro:

Windows® 7 64 bit
Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo E6600 2.4 GHz
Memory: 3GB RAM Hard
Disk: 4GB Graphics:
DirectX® 9.0c
Compatible Video Card
Input: Keyboard Nintendo
DS™ 2nd Gen., Nintendo
DSi™ XL, Nintendo DSi™,
Nintendo DSi™ Wi-Fi™,
Nintendo 3DS™
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Processor: ARM9
Memory: 256MB
Nintendo® Wii™ U
Processor: ARM11
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